Transition from 2D to 3D in face pattern recognition in order to seek richer human face information but feature extraction as an important step among them can be seen as information compression. Obviously the two are contrary. For the fast effective locate and extract features in the large-scale 3D face data set, the highly effective digital compression computation becomes very important. This paper study a feature extraction method based on the wavelet packet transformation compression, proposed the specific method and the principl.When the actual data which distributed in 2D or higher dimensional projection space disobeyed assuming require or sample parameters inaccurate estimated ,it cannot be correctly classified drawbacks or be correctly classified. Our experiment is indicated that our method can not only conquer this disadvantage but also meet the actual demand at the processing time. The experiment is indicated that our method towards3D face feature extraction data sets compress processing is effective and feasible.
Introduction
The wavelet theory is rapidly expanded to be a new mathematical theory and method in the recent several years, but the wavelet analysis is rapidly expanded emerging disciplines in the nearly more than ten year. It simultaneously has the double meaning that the theory is profound and the application is very widespread. The wavelet packet theory is developed from the foundation of wavelet theory, which has overcome flaw and the insufficiency that the wavelet transformation in high frequency signal or the signal's high-frequency component frequency resolution low [1] .In the 3D face extract ,large scale feature data sets must be compression which has the high request to the compression efficiency and the compression quality. As a result of digital image including massive information content, moreover increases along with the resolution increases suddenly, this gave the image without doubt the memory and the transmission has brought the difficulty. For the information memory and the transmission, the highly effective digital compression computation becomes very important.
But in the practical application, we are always interesting in the specific region, the special time or the frequency range section's signal; therefore we hoped to enhance resolution in these place that is interested. The wavelet analysis has been meeting this kind of requirement, and it carries on the frequency band to divide the multi-level [2] . The resolution analysis did not decomposed high-frequency unit decomposed in further, and auto-adapted to select the corresponding frequency band according to the characteristic which is analyzed, caused this to match with the signal frequency spectrum, thus raises the time-frequency resolution. Therefore, the wavelet packet has widespread application value.
The developing process wavelet packet analysis theory
Wavelet packet theory is developed from the foundation of wavelet theory, which has overcome flaw and the insufficiency that the wavelet transformation in high frequency signal or the signal's high-frequency component frequency resolution low [3] .For the information memory and the transmission, the highly effective digital compression computation becomes very importan.But in the practical application, we are always interesting in the specific region, the special time or the International Conference on Electromechanical Control Technology and Transportation (ICECTT 2015) frequency range section's signal, therefore we hoped to enhance resolution in these place that is interested. The wavelet analysis has been meeting this kind of requirement. Many research show the wavelet packet function is the promotion of wavelet function [4] .Wavelet packet decomposition and restructuring algorithm will now be givenlet n be the negative binary integer ,
then the wavelet packet function ) (t u n 's Fourier transformation nation is given by the equation below：
where, 0
 under has the orthogonal wavelet packet,
In the multi-resolution analysis, uses the above definition and property, and supposes:
Then we can obtain the wavelet subspace j W which can be decomposing as follows: 
and k Z  is an orthogonal basis of 2 ( ) L R . After fig.1 is carries on the third-level young Pood criterion decomposes the result, LL 3 is the low frequency component; HL i is the vertical edge detail; LH i is the horizontal edge detail; In HH i correspondence 45°,135° direction detail (i=1,2,3,) .
The wavelet packet's decomposition algorithm is as simply showed as follows: 
So long as we satisfies about the cost function M orthogonal basis ( ) A x which above equation the algorithm produces x namely for the optimal base.
Experimental result
We use the different valve value to carry on the compression to the face image experimental result as shown in Table 1 , After different valve value processing image: Table 1 .Under different decomposition level image compression ratio
Figure2. Extraction time comparison diagram
We may know through the table 1 , under the different decomposition level, valve value's enlargement, the image compression ratio also increases, human eye obvious feeling image distortion.The method has good performance in improving the speed of extracting feature information, has good adaptive ability, enhance the overall performance as shown in Figure 2 .
